SECURITY CHEQUES
Trust the UK leader. Integrity is a specialist manufacturer
of cheque stationery. Our innovative approach to high
security print has earned us the trust and business of the
leading financial institutions.

Integrity offers a thoroughly dependable and comprehensively protected service for producing cheques with advanced
security features, operating from an APACS accredited secure site.
With a comprehensive range of security printing techniques on offer, we can produce cheques that are virtually
impossible to forge or copy, supported by a flexible and responsive service.
PRODUCT FEATURES
Watermarked CBS1 security paper
Paper only available from a strictly
controlled supply, featuring a heavy
overall watermark design.
Solvent ink
The image bleeds when attacked
by solvent-based agents.
Aqua ink
The image bleeds when attacked
by water-based agents.
UV inks
Can be printed across the whole
document in an invisible pattern which
can only be seen under ultra violet light.

APV ink
A specially formulated ink that is designed
for use with security products that require
laser infilling. A transparent varnish,
with fluorescent properties, is applied to
vulnerable areas and increases laser toner
adhesion by 30%.
Numismatic design
Complex fine line relief patterns can be
created that are almost impossible to
replicate.
Micro text
A printed feature containing an ultra
fine small font that is very difficult to
scan or colour copy.

Thermochromic inks
React to heat changes for instant
validation.
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TO ORDER PLEASE CALL
Telephone: +44 (0)1761 409200 Fax: +44 (0)1761 409289
enquiries@integrity-print.com
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Hologram
A visible deterrent against counterfeiting
using the unique and highly advanced
S-security holographic foil. Hologram
can have bespoke logo cut out for more
visible branding.
Security numbering
A full range of numbering is available, from
standard audit numbers through to MICR
line encoding, bleed through, invisible UV
and multi-part crash numbering.

